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ABSTRACT
The tapered angles of an artery significantly influence
the local hemodynamics. However, as gravity is considered, little is known about the effect of tapered
angles on the hemodynamics. In this study, we explored whether the effect of tapered angles on the
distribution of blood flow pressure (DBFP) differed
with gravity considered or not. Numerical simulations
of the DBFP in a single vessel were performed based
on such tapered angles as 0˚, 0.5˚ and 1˚. In the model
used for simulation, gravity was introduced as a body
force. We obtained the following simulations: i) The
larger the tapered angles were, the better distributed
the blood flow pressure; ii) The tapered effect was an
important factor leading to nonlinearity in blood flow
pressure; iii) Gravity affected DBFP coupling with
the tapered angles, yet independently influenced the
dimension of the DBFP. At the same time, the effective intensity of gravity decreased with the increase of
tapered angles.
Keywords: Tapered Angles; Distribution of Blood Flow
Pressure (DBFP); Gravity; Numerical Simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
As human enters into space and exposes to microgravity,
a series of adaptations, such as blood redistribution, occur [1]. The alteration is simulated by tilt table test on the
ground, which is adopted widely during the selection and
training of astronauts [2-4]. The essential difference between the simulation test and real situation in space lies
in the change of gravity.
Therefore, it is the first step to determine the effect of
gravity on the hemodynamics.
The distribution of blood flow pressure characterizes
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the cardiovascular function of human body and represents the space state of blood flow. The arterial tapered
angles affected greatly the hemodynamics of the arterial
system in mammals [5]. For human arterial system, tapered angles at different levels are different and have an
important impact on the hemodynamics. So in many
cases, the tapered angle may be an important factor
leading to cardiovascular dysfunction or diseases [6,7].
In recent years, many researchers have investigated
the tapered angles in the clinical study of human arterial
blood flow. Some of them have divided the stenosed arteries into three types of non-tapered angle, divergent
tapered angle and convergent tapered angle to explore
the relationship between the arterial stenosis and tapered
angles. Among these studies, the effect of tapered angles
on hemodynamics is an important part discussed [6,8-10].
In addition, some researchers have concluded that the
tapered angles in different arterial sections influence the
fatty streaks and injury distribution of the artery on the
basis of the measurement of the medical images, and
have suggested that the tapered angle is an important
factor leading to the development of atherosclerosis [11].
In the above study, gravity was not considered as a contributor.
In contrast, in the aerospace field, the variation of
gravity is a key issue that needs to be taken into account.
However, the existed mathematical models in cardiovascular hemodynamics are mainly lumped parameter
models, which are founded on the thought of analog circuit. So, gravity could only be considered in scalar quantity, while the effect of tapered angle could not be included at all in the lumped-parameter model [12,13]. At
present, considering as many factors as possible to obtain
the precise results is bringing more and more attention.
The distribution of blood flow pressure (DBFP) can
quantify the temporal and spatial information of cardiovascular system more accurately. Yet up to now, under
different tapered angles and with gravity involved as a
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body force, DBFP has been studied inadequately.
In this study, by the aid of the postural model in which
gravity was considered as a body force [14], DBFP in a
single vessel was simulated numerically under different
tapered angles with or without gravity considered as a
contributor. Then it was made clear if the effect of tapered angles on DBFP depended on gravity or not.

15

Figure 1. Geometric model of the single vessel.

2. METHODS
2.1. Mathematical Model
The mathematical model with posture was adopted [14].
In this model, gravity was introduced as body force.
Therefore, the native of gravity as a vector was reflected.
Equation of Continuity

  AU  0
(1)

 

Equation of Motion





 U  U  Fb    P
(2)



where  U  U
 is the inertial force,   P is the
surface force,  F b is the body force, which was identified as the key term to reflect the
 postural change, 
F b represents the body
represents the blood density, 
force per unit mass of blood, P represents the second
order stress tensor of the blood pressure, U represents
the blood velocity, and A represents the cross-sectional
area of the vessel.








2.2. Finite Element Model
The carotid artery was taken as a computational case.
The carotid artery is one of the systemic arteries. The
blood flow in it is assumed to be homogeneous, incompressible, viscous and Newtonian fluid [15,16], the vessel wall can be assumed to be rigid [17,18]. The geometric model of the single vessel is shown in Figure 1.
The geometric dimensions of the vessel [19] and the
material parameters of blood [15,16] are listed in Table1.
The value of D2 was determined by the tapered angle
α, and α was among [0˚,1˚], h represents the wall thickness of the vessel. The inlet-outlet pressures were set to
be constant respectively, and the pressure difference was
set 199.98 Pa (1.5 mmHg). The solid-wall boundary condition was applied to the surrounding of the vessel wall.
The tool used in numerical computation was ADINA
(Automatic Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear Analysis,
ADINA R&D, Inc., Watertown, MA, USA), a comercial software package for finite element analysis. Some
researchers before [20,21] had used the software in biological system. Owing to the consideration of the effect
of gravity, the model was meshed by three-dimensional
fluid element. Then the finite element model was built up
(shown in Figure 2).
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 2. Finite element model of a single vessel.
Table 1. Geometric and material parameters of the single vessel.


L
(mm)

D1
(mm)

h
(mm)

α
(˚)

(Pa·s)

ρ
(kg·m−3)

145.00

10.74

0.35

[0˚,1˚]

0.0035

1050.00

(The viscosity  and the density ρ equal to the normal values of human
blood at 37˚C).

For the eleven tapered angles among [0˚,1˚], with
gravity considered or not, the corresponding finite element models were presented respectively. Then by comparing the typical numerical results at 0˚, 0.5˚ and 1˚
tapered angles, it was found out whether there existed
some difference in the effect of tapered angles on the
blood flow pressure distribution with gravity considered
or not.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
With gravity considered or not, in fluid-only model, as
tapered angle α was equal to 0˚, 0.5˚, 1˚ respectively, the
contour charts of the blood flow pressure distribution in
the transverse and longitudinal sections, were shown
respectively in Figures 3(a), (b) and 4.
In the contour chart of blood flow pressure distribution
in longitudinal section (Figures 3a(i)-3a(iii)), with gravity considered ( G  0 ) and taking 0˚ tapered angle as the
reference one (namely cylindrical vessel commonly
adopted), the pressure distribution of blood flow was
typically three-dimensional asymmetrical distribution.
And with tapered angles increasing, the pressure difference in the vessel decreased, and the distribution nonuniformity of blood flow pressure weakened, the pressure gradient produced from the effect of gravity reduced
OPEN ACCESS
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DBFP, the magnitude of the blood flow pressure along
the symmetrical centerline and DBFP in the vessel were
compared respectively under different tapered angles
with or without gravity considered.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of the blood flow
pressure distributions of longitudinal and transverse sections under different tapered angles with gravity considered or not. Whether gravity was considered or not, the
distribution and magnitude of blood flow pressure in the
vessel varied with tapered angles. With gravity considered, DBFP was always three-dimensional asymmetrical
one at all three tapered angles.

gradually, yet the pressure distribution was invariably
three-dimensional asymmetrical one.
Figures 3b(i)-3b(iii) shows the pressure distribution
of transverse section under different tapered angles with
gravity considered ( G  0 ). With tapered angles increasing from 0˚ to 1˚, the distribution of blood flow
pressure tended gradually to be uniform and the effect
intensity of gravity decreased gradually. This further
demonstrated the conclusion drawn from the contour
chart of the pressure distribution in the longitudinal section. In order to further identify the pure effect of gravity
and the combined effect of gravity and tapered angles on

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(a)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(b)

Figure 3. Longitudinal and transverse section contour charts of distribution of blood flow pressure with different tapered angles
(ΔP = 199.98 Pa, G  0 , supine posture, θ is the tapered angle): (a) Longitudinal pressure distribution; (b) Transverse pressure
distribution; (i) θ = 0˚, (ii) θ = 0.5˚, (iii) θ = 1˚.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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(a)

(i)
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(ii)
(b)

Figure 4. Longitudinal and transverse section contour chart of distribution of blood flow pressure with different tapered angles
(ΔP = 199.98 Pa, G  0 and G = 0, supine posture, the tapered angle θ is 0˚, 0.5˚, 1˚.): (a) Longitudinal pressure distribution;
(i) G = 0, (ii) G  0 . (b) Transverse pressure distribution; (i) G = 0, (ii) G  0 .

At 1˚ tapered angle, the effect intensity of gravity was
18.4% less than that at 0˚ tapered angle as reference state,
and 10.5% less at 0.5˚ than that at 0˚. With gravity neglected ( G  0 ), the blood flow pressure distribution was
typically two-dimensional axisymmetrical one, and it
was not affected by tapered angles. Accordingly, we concluded that the tapered angles affected only the magnitude of blood flow pressure and its position occurred, but
not the dimension of DBFP. This was similar to Liu et
al.’s results [22] which have reported that the tapered
angles do not affect the flow type and distribution, and
only change the value of the wall shear stress in the numerical simulation of the effect of the tapered angles and
stenosis on the pulsating flow in an artery.
Figure 5 shows the blood flow pressure under different tapered angles along the axisymmetrical centerline of
the vessel with gravity considered ( G  0 ). From the
inlet to outlet of the vessel, at 0˚ tapered angle, the relationship between the blood flow pressure along the axisymmetrical centerline of the vessel and the distance
from the vessel inlet visualized as a straight line, at 1˚
tapered angle, the relationship figure became a curve,
and at 0.5˚ tapered angle, the curve was between the
above two figure lines.
To further analyze the effect of gravity, the blood flow
pressure figures at different tapered angles along the axisymmetrical centerline in the vessel with or without
gravity considered were compared (shown in Figure 6).
The simulation indicated that the blood flow pressure
change at different tapered angles along the axisymmetrical centerline of the vessel with gravity neglected
( G  0 ) was similar to that with gravity considered
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

( G  0 ). With tapered angles increasing, the relationship
between the blood flow pressure along axisymmetrical
centerline of the vessel and the distance from the vessel
inlet, developed from linear relation at 0˚ tapered angle
to non-linear relation at 1˚ tapered angle. Also with tapered angles increasing, the nonlinearity was more evident. This means that the tapered effect of the vessel was
one of the import factors leading to the nonlinearity of
hemodynamic parameters and it was independent of
gravity.
In addition, for the same tapered angle, the curves of
blood flow pressure with gravity considered were all
above those with gravity neglected. This indicated that
the effect of gravity increased the magnitude of blood
flow pressure, and the extent of increase in it varied with
tapered angles. Ignoring the inlet-outlet effect, the blood
flow pressure at 0˚ tapered angle increased with the same
amplitude from inlet to outlet. Whereas at 0.5˚ and 1˚
tapered angles, the increase rate of blood flow pressure
gradually decreased. At the same position, the increase
magnitude was the most at 0˚ tapered angle, and at 0.5˚,
it took the second place, and the least at 1˚ tapered angle.
This suggested that gravity coupling with the tapered
angles, affected the value of the blood flow pressure and
its effect intensity. With tapered angles increasing, the
effect intensity of gravity decreased. This was consistent
with the conclusion drawn from the contour diagram of
blood flow pressure distribution in longitudinal and
transverse section.
This study suggest that without considering the tapered effect, taking cylindrical tube as the geometrical
model in vessel study, there may be a big difference in
OPEN ACCESS
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Figure 5. Blood flow pressure along the symmetrical centerline of the vessel with different tapered angles (ΔP =
199.98 Pa, G  0 , supine posture, θ is the tapered angle): (a) θ = 0˚; (b) θ = 0.5˚; (c) θ = 1˚.

Figure 6. Curve of blood flow pressure at symmetrical centerline of the vessel with different tapered angles (ΔP =
199.98 Pa, G  0 and G = 0, supine posture, θ is the tapered angle): (a) θ = 0˚; (b) θ = 0.5˚; (c) θ = 1˚.

the distribution and value of blood flow pressure between the obtained results and the real physiological
situation. Therefore, considering the combined action of
gravity and tapered angles will make the results in this
study more close to the real physiology.
However, there are still some important factors not
considered in the current study and could be added to
improve the results: a) non-Newtonian flow properties
and turbulent property of blood; b) patient-specific data;
c) effect of vessel wall. Simple and ideal geometrical and
physical model aids in reducing the computational cost
and obtaining the results rapidly. For the present study,
this assumption would not alter the total trend of DBFP
with gravity and tapered angles, so it is easier to get the
pure results about the effect of different tapered angles
with gravity considered or not, which excludes the other
action.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, whether gravity is considered or not, the
tapered effect is one of the important factors leading to
nonlinearity in such hemodynamic parameters as blood
flow pressure. The tapered angles, together with gravity,
affected the magnitude of the blood flow pressure. Gravity, however, independently influenced the dimension of
the DBFP, which had nothing to do with the tapered angles.
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